Ceramic is a material frequently used in industry because of its favorable properties. Common approaches in shape optimization for ceramic structures aim to minimize the tensile stress acting on the component, as it is the main driver for failure. In contrast to this, we follow a more natural approach by minimizing the component's probability of failure under a given tensile load. Since the fundamental work of Weibull, the probabilistic description of the strength of ceramics is standard and has been widely applied. Here, for the first time, the resulting failure probabilities are used as objective functions in PDE constrained shape optimization.
Introduction
In his fundamental 1939 paper [30] , W. Weibull summarized the experimental situation found in measurement of the ultimate strength of brittle materials:
"The classical theory is obviously incompatible with numerous results of experimental research. This discrepancy may be bridged over by considering as an essential element of the problem the dispersion obtained in experimental measuring of the ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Viewed from this standpoint, the

UTS of a material can not be expressed by a single numerical value, as has been
tone heretofore, and a statistical distribution will be required for this purpose".
Since this time, the Weibull distribution has become an indispensable tool in the classification of ceramics. In particular, the Weibull module m which controls the dispersion of the UTS, has become a standard material property, see e.g. [22] .
In mechanical design, the ultimate tensile strength of a component has to be well above the loads applied. But even in situations, when the loads can be foreseen, Weibull's insight forces engineers to work with levels of reliability rather than with ultimate safety. When choosing shape and dimensions of an engineered part, the quest rather is to control a probability distribution than to keep the maximal stress below a given threshold. This logic has been successfully applied in technological areas ranging from space shuttle heat shields [24] , gas turbine combustion chambers [25] to dental prostheses [20] . This is particularly simple in the case of the Weibull model, since the failure distribution of the engineered component over the applied loads is modeled by scale and shape parameters, where the shape parameter is Weibull's module m and only the scale quantity depends on the component's design. Maximizing the scale therefore corresponds to maximizing the probabilistic endurance or the component over the entire range of loads.
The maximization of the Weibull scale of a component as a functional of the component's shape puts the control of failure for ceramic components in the framework of shape optimization [3, 9, 10, 17, 27] . In fact, as has been observed recently, the so obtained shape optimization problem has the favorable property that the objective functional is differentiable [7, 15, 26] . This is in sharp contrast to the peak stress criterion commonly used in optimization, which is non differentiable as objective functional due to maximizing stress over all locations on the component. Gradient based shape optimization techniques, in particular in conjunction with the highly efficient calculation of shape derivatives via adjoint equations, have proven their potential in many engineering applications. In particular this applies to aero design, where the objective functionals have always been differentiable, see e.g. [21, 14] . It is therefore natural to use the smoothing nature of probabilistic models to extend gradient based optimization to the design objective of (probabilistic) mechanical integrity as well.
In the mathematical literature, shape and topology optimization for the linear elasticity PDE have been predominantly applied to the compliance functional, see e.g. [3, 6, 12] . This is however not directly related to mechanical integrity.
In the present article we for the first time minimize failure probabilities numerically using a first discretize, then adjoin strategy and apply it to a simple 2D design problem. We demonstrate that the shape derivatives via the adjoint method can be calculated numerically with a high level of precision. The resulting geometry flows, under volume constraints, are stable over rather significant changes of the geometry and converge to an (numerically) optimal solution.
Remarkably this is true without any artificial smoothing of the shape gradients.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we derive failure probabilities according from fundamental assumptions of elastic fracture mechanics and an initial flaw distribution using the a point process model introduced in [7] . In this way one obtains Weibull's classical model with slight modifications [5, 30] . For a derivation of the same model via extremal value statistics see e.g.
[25] and references therein. We discuss the numerical approximation of the objective functional via the discretization of the PDE of linear elasticity with finite elements in Section 3. Section 4 briefly recalls how to use the adjoint equation in the calculation of shape gradients following a first discretize then adjoin approach. In Section 5 we numerically calculate shape derivatives for a bended rod on the finite element mesh and we validate the calculations with the method of finite differences. We show for the given example that the geometric flows constructed from the shape derivatives, using also a suitable mesh morphing and a volume constraint, result in the optimal configuration given by the straight rod. In a second case, we study a joint connecting two levels of height, there is no optimal solution that is easily guessed. We again obtain stable geometry flows and a considerable reduction of failure probability for the numerically converged solution. In the final Section 6 we give our conclusions and an outlook to future research. 
Failure probabilities for ceramic structures
The elasticity PDE
The linear strain tensor is given by ε(u) : 
the linear functional L(v) are given by
Survival probabilities from linear fracture mechanics
The full deduction of the functional describing the survival probability of a ceramic component is given in [7] . Here we want to derive an introduction for basic understanding only.
To derive the objective functional we first need to study the problem in more detail. We want to optimize the reliability for a ceramic body Ω by minimizing its probability of failure under one given tensile load σ n . Failure means that a fracture occurs under the tensile load. Therefore the question is what that probability depends on. Ceramic is produced in a process called sintering.
From this process, small flaws arise in the material, which in the first place have no influence on the quality of the material. But under load, these flaws may become the initial point of a rupture. To understand the behavior of this rupture, it is necessary to understand its structure and the basic principles of its growth.
There are three different crack opening modes. These modes are visualized in Figure 1a . Considering the visualization of the modes, it is obvious that in the plane we only have mode I and mode II. They relate to different loadings, where obviously the first opening mode relates to tensile and compressive load.
In linear fracture mechanics, the three dimensional stress field close to a crack in a two-dimensional plane close to the tip of the crack is of the form
where r is the distance to the crack front and φ the angle of the shortest connection point considered to the crack front with the crack plane (see Figure 1b ). Experimental evidence shows that K I is most relevant for the failure of ceramic structures ( [8] ) under tensile load, so we will concentrate on this. Note that in the two-dimensional case the formula for sigma above only consists of the first two parts, as in the plane mode III load does not exist.
To find the functional aimed for we need to model the cracks first, as it depends on them. We assume them to be "penny shaped" [16] . As a consequence, a crack can be fully described by the three properties location, orientation and radius. As there is no indication that one of these properties is determined by the sintering process we assume them to be arbitrary. Hence, a crack is identified by its configuration
with S d −1 the unit sphere in R d and x and µ are uniformly distributed onΩ and
, respectively. The distribution of a will be discussed later on. We call C the crack configuration space.
With this and considering the tensile load σ n in a normal direction of the stress plane, one obtains
A crack becomes critical, i.e. a fracture occurs, if K I exceeds a critical value K I c .
Obviously we can neglect compressive load, that is negative values for σ n . With this and following [7] , we set
Now we have determined K I , we can define the set of critical configurations that lead to failure by
Hence we want to minimize the probability of A c containing at least one flaw.
If we assume that the distribution of cracks in different parts of the component is statistically independent, we can conclude with [29] and [19] With this, we can give the survival probability of the component Ω, given in the
Under the assumption that cracks are statistically homogeneously distributed throughout the material and that the crack orientation is isotropic, it follows . Due to this considerations, the intensity measure can be evaluated on the critical set as follows
(2.10)
calculate the inner integral as follows
With this and setting m := 2(m − 1), with the assumption thatm ≥ we find our objective functional
(2.12)
Let us now consider the situation, where in (2.3) we can neglect the volume force f and we rescale the surface force g with a constant factor F > 0. As (2.2) is linear, u, Du, σ and σ n all are scaled by the same factor F . Inserting this into (2.12) we see that the probability of survival (2. 
(2.13)
This corresponds to the statistical strength of brittle materials as described in [30] . Note that if we suitably normalize g such that a force of one Newton is executed on the structure, F can actually be interpreted as the acting force in
Newton. The values for the parameter σ 0 are taken from [4] . However we note that these values have been calibrated with a simplified model and some rescaling is needed to to fit them to our model.
Discretisation via finite elements
To calculate the shape gradient we first need to discretise our problem with finite elements.
Discretisation of the linear elasticity equation
Recall the linear elasticity PDE (2.2) and (2. 
We assume that there exists a reference element {K ,Π,Σ} and a bijective trans-
.., n sh } and
To numerically calculate the integral, for each K ∈ T h we chose q . We then have With this, we instantly get
Similar to the discretization of the bilinear form, the volume force can be discretized in the following way
The surface integral over g has to be treated differently. We only consider the faces F of the elements that lie on ∂Ω. Let N h be the collection of these specific faces. For each F ∈ N h , the respective element is identified by K = K (F ) ∈ T h . One can assume that there also exists a reference faceF onK such that
Additionally, for the quadrature, surface quadrature pointsξ ) is required instead of the determinant of the
and thus
The discretized equation can be rewritten in a shorter form, in terms of the global degrees of freedom U = (u j ) j ∈{1,...,N } , u j ∈ R d and the node coordinates X , where it is understood that u j = 0 if X j ∈ ∂Ω D . Then we have
with e r , r = 1, 2, 3 the standard basis on R d .
Discretization of the objective functional
For a minimal example, we first want to calculate the problem in R 2 . Therefore we consider the two dimensional objective functional
As S 1 is the unit circle in R 2 , the inner integral is As the function to be integrated is a periodic function over its whole period, the trapezoidal rule is the method of choice as it shows exponential convergence in this case (cf [28] ). For the present integral it yields
By replacing I ( f ) with T (n) ( f ), we can discretize the objective functional in the following way
In the following, we will use the finite element node set X as the representative for the geometric shape Ω. Likewise we use the set of global degrees of freedom U to encode the (approximate) displacement field u. We thus write J (X ,U ) for the discretization of J (Ω, u).
Discretised shape gradients
After discretising the objective functional we want to calculate the shape gradient. This is
As the calculation of
is very costly, we consider the corresponding Lagrange function instead. This is given by
where Λ is the adjoint state.
Calculating the derivatives of the Lagrange function with respect to all three variables yields
which gives the state equation,
which is the adjoint equation. Hence, the following set of equations
gives the discretized shape gradient.
Computation and validation of shape gradients and shape flows
Implementation
The calculation of the shape gradient using the adjoint formalism (4.5) requires the numerical calculation of the state U ,
∂U , of the adjoint state Λ and the calculation of
∂X . This can be done by somewhat lengthy but straight forward calculations based on (3.13), (3.3), (3.6) and 3.8.
For the implementation, all these partial derivatives are calculated locally for each local node set of the finite elements and are assembled to global objects thereafter. Note that the contractions with the adjoint state Λ and the state U have to be performed during local calculations prior to the assembly in order to keep memory requirements for the storage of
∂F (X )
∂X and especially ∂B (X ) ∂X reasonably low.
Validation with finite differences
We consider a simple example in d = 2: For this purpose we generate a simple two-dimensional test object whose behavior during the optimization process is well understood. To work with reasonable values we set the parameters E and ν to those of Aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ) ceramics. The elastic material properties can be found in [18] . The Weibull modulus m is measured in tensile tests [4, 22] .
As it generally depends on the technical details of the sintering process, m is not a materials property that is determined by the chemistry. Technical ceramics usually comes with a Weibull module between 5 for low quality and 20 for a very controlled process. Here we choose m = 10, which is a reasonable value and sill leads to tractable numerics.
As a test object we use a rod of length 0.6m and height 0.1m. The test object is fixed on the left boundary, that is where Dirichlet-boundary conditions hold.
The part of the surface where surface forces may act is the right boundary, that is in our model the nodes on the right edge. In our example, we suppose this boundary part to be fixed as well. It is represented by a 9x61 grid, that is divided in triangles. The rod is deformed in the middle part, see Figure 2 .
As element type we choose linear, Lagrangian triangle elements with three local degrees of freedom located at the vertices of the triangles. For the interpolation of the volume force and the surface force we use two-dimensional 7-point Gauss-quadrature and one-dimensional 3-point Gauss-quadrature, respectively. To construct the bilinear form we use 1-point Gauss-quadrature.
To fit our purpose, we use a direct finite element solver written in R for the 
, where V is a random direction, with decreasing ε and tested our resulting gradient against it. The results are visualized in Figure 5 .
The actual gradient is visualized in Figure 4 .
With this result, evidence is given that the shape gradients of the objective functional work in a reasonable way. For the mechanical interpretation, it is visible that the negative gradient tends to increase the volume of the body, which is natural, as the force is constant and so a higher volume would diminish the force acting on each node -here we have set the gravitational force f to zero.
The problem that one can not expect an optimal solution for the given problem, if the gravitational force f is absent, will be handled via a volume constraint in the optimization process.
Apart from the visualization, we also compare the euclidean norm of the finite differences solution with decreasing epsilon with the norm of the solution of the program. This is given in Figure 5 . One can see that a very good convergence is obtained. 
Shape flows towards higher reliability
To obtain a first optimization process, we use geometric mesh morphing and small step sizes. I.e. we apply a mapping θ → X (θ) such that the interior nodes of the node set X follow the movement of the surface nodes such that a reasonable mesh quality is preserved. In our case, the design parameter set θ consists of all y-coordinates of all nodes between the two faces on the rod in xdirection, on which boundary conditions are applied. Thus, the shape is (up to discretization) not restricted by this parametrization. The internal nodes with a fixed x coordinate are distributed with equal distances between the respective surface nodes. The shape gradient w.r.t. the y-position of the surface nodes, To keep the volume of the body constant, we calculate the volume gradient and project it from the shape gradient. To determine the new mesh in each iteration, we calculate the new boundary nodes by
The outcome is a procedure, converging against the straightened rod, which is visualized in Figure 6 . We can also investigate the (discretised) failure probability of the component for each iteration over the load parameter 1 − p s (t , Ω|g ), cf. (2.8), where the reference g for t = 1 is chosen such that the resulting force is one N. In Figure 7 we see the distributions for some iteration steps. It is obvious that we actually decrease the probability of failure with the present procedure, which finally converges to the evident optimum. We also test the procedure to improve the reliability of a S-shaped joint visualized in Figure 8 , combined with the visualization of the gradient. It is represented by a 61x17 mesh. For this joint it is not obvious in which direction the shape is supposed to tend to reduce the failure probability.
Here as well, we did apply the optimization procedure we already applied to Figure 12 it is visible that, even though it is not a strict descent procedure, we are able to reduce the failure probability of the component significantly.
Conclusion and Outlook
This paper for the first time provides a numerical shape optimization algorithm that is directly connected to the design criterion of (probabilistic) mechanical integrity. Based on a model for the probabilistic UTS [5, 8, 30] , we computed the discretized shape gradient for the probability of failure of a ceramic component and embedded this in gradient based optimization procedure. We validated the implementation and showed that gradient flows with volume constraint are stable over major changes of the geometry. In a situation, where the optimal shape is intuitively clear, we observed convergence of the algorithm.
While the algorithm gives quite satisfactory solutions from an intuitive engineering standpoint, there are several rather obvious research necessities from a more theoretical prospective: The first question is, in what sense the solution of the discretized problem is close to the solution of the shape optimization in not necessarily polygonal shapes. While the general strategy for such a proof is clear [17] , in the given context are some subtle points to keep track of: The discretized optimal shapes in our case are polygons. Given the problem of stress divergence ∼ r λ(γ) as a function of the opening angle γ of a reentrant corner [23] , the non discretized solutions on the discrete domains Ω h will have diverg- would expect that this problem will go away by itself if the mesh size h is sufficiently fine, as the optimal configuration will only pick shapes Ω h which stay away from the critical bound, it is somewhat tricky to cast this to a mathematical proof. We intend to revisit this problem in the future.
The second obvious challenge is a first adjoin and then discretize solution for the given problem. This strategy however requires the shape differentiation of an objective functional, which is not even continuous in H 1 (Ω, R d ). This however can be achieved using smoother shapes and elliptic regularity theory [1, 2, 11, 15] . An adequate discretization of the continuous shape derivatives thus also requires a careful handling of surface smoothness.
